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PRELUDE

Thanks to the publication of Chugoku kinsei Dokyo no keisei: Jomeido no kisoteki kenkyu 
:



 (The Formation of Modern Taoism in the History of China: A Fundamental Study of

Ching-Ming-Tao) by Akizuki Kan’ei (1978), the legacy of Xu Xun  (239-374) as patriarch of Jingming dao
(Pure and Radiant Way) is a subject that needs no introduction. Research continues to be pursued on many facets of
teachings in the name of Xu Xun as well as on the diverse ways in which he is portrayed in centuries of
hagiographic lore. He has been widely celebrated as a man of extraordinary integrity who was divinely endowed with
the capacity to rescue those in distress. The stories of his adventures have held many in their spell from one
generation to the next. Literati have embraced teachings of the Way of Jingming centering on the ethical foundation
of zhong  (loyalty) and xiao  (filiality) that Xu Xun was perceived to exemplify. By the early seventeenth
century, his reputation as a dragon-slayer was greatly enhanced through the popularizations of playwright and
novelist alike (Anon., n.d.; Deng 1603; Feng 1624). Epigraphic accounts, moreover, attest to the manifold ways in
which devotees have honored the memory of Xu Xun following his ascent at the astounding age of one-hundred and
thirty-six years (Chen 1988: 269, 609, 716, 833). Countless pilgrims over time have made the trek to the abbey
recognized as the ancestral home of the Way of Jingming, the Wanshou gong  (Palace of Ten-thousand-fold
Longevity). This temple compound stands in the mountain range of Xishan  in Nanchang  (Jiangxi), the
very region that provided shelter to and was sheltered by Xu Xun. Like most abbeys south of the Yangzi River, the
Wanshou gong has suffered its share of damage in recent decades. Years of neglect, however, have been overcome
following a long-term reconstruction project supported by many communities in the Chinese diaspora (fig. 1). Less
than six months ago a ceremony was held at the abbey marking the completion of its restoration (Zhang 2004). On
that day, 30 May 2004, guests from across the continent as well as from Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, and Japan
were invited to share in the vision of the betterment of society upon a revitalization of the Way of Jingming.

AN ALBUM ON THE LIFE OF XU XUN: LOCATION, FORMAT, AND CONDITION
Further testimony to the endurance of Xu Xun’s legacy rests far beyond Nanchang, at the University of
British Columbia (U.B.C.) in Vancouver, B. C., Canada. The U.B.C. Museum of Anthropology holds a set of 131
double-paged album leaves bearing the title of “Zhenxian shiji”  (Episodic Vestiges of the Perfected
Transcendent). This remarkable example of illustrated hagiography is rendered in ink, color, white pigment, and gold
on silk. It came to the Museum from the collection of Mr. Nicolai Yakovleff, who reportedly acquired it in Shanghai
sometime in the 1930’s. The set is composed of altogether sixty double-leaves of illustrations, interspersed with
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seventy-one double-leaves of accompanying text in gold calligraphy. The overall dimensions of each mounted leaf are
approximately 45.75 x 82.5 cm (18 x 32 in.), with the silk displaying either illustration or text measuring
approximately 36 x 72 cm (14 x 28 in.). The “Perfected Transcendent” to whom this album is dedicated is none other
than Xu Xun. Altogether fifty-eight illustrations in the album depict episodes in the story of his life. The subject is
in every case indicated in a heading of four characters appearing on the leaf of text preceding each illustration. The
story proper is followed by two leaves with portraits of eleven disciples. Their biographies take up the next seven
leaves, under the heading:” Zhenjun dizi shiyi ren shiji yu hou”  !"#$%& (Addendum: Episodic
vestiges of eleven disciples of the Perfected Lord). The closing four leaves are inscribed with a postface dating to
Jiajing '( 25 (1546). It refers to a total of sixty-nine components, a sum derived by giving weight to the eleven
additional biographies equal to that of the fifty-eight units in the central narrative. When all is taken into account,
this album may be said to offer by far the most vivid version of the story of Xu Xun known to survive. In word and
picture, it merits our attention in particular for what it tells us about the vitality of the legacy of Xu Xun during the
Ming.
Each leaf accomodates two squares of silk mounted side by side on heavy paper backing. The silk of some
leaves is frayed in segments along the edges where two squares join together, leaving a significant break in the
illustration. Damage of this sort could easily have arisen in the process of remounting album leaves that were
originally folded in half. The album in its present form, moreover, lacks any sort of frontispiece on which the title
of the work would ordinarily be found. The title “Zhenxian shiji” is recorded at the head of the table of contents
inscribed on the first two leaves (fig. 2). What follows by way of a table of contents, however, seems to reflect an
earlier redaction than currently represented in the album. The fifty-eight headings of the core narrative account are
listed in full, but there is no indication that the album also contains supplementary biographies and a postface.
Appearing beneath the title are the names of an editor and collator, names that have yet to be documented. The
person credited with putting the text in order as editor (bianci )*) is a certain Wang Gongkui +,- from Yiyang
./ (Jiangxi). The official title preceding his name, Guanli fushi 012, remains unattested and can at this time
only be tentatively translated as “Manager of Headquarter Affairs.” The collator (jiaolu 34) is identified as Wang’s
eldest son Duokun 56.
MADE FOR WHOM?
The senior Wang composed the 1546 postface, addressing it to the emperor in power at the time, that is, the
Jiajing emperor, or Ming Shizong

7 (r. 1522-1566). Wang states unequivocably that he who occupies the

throne of the Son of Heaven is one who is capable of keeping the forces of malevolence from prevailing over the
forces of goodness. This is of course precisely the capacity for which Xu Xun is celebrated. To project this image
onto the emperor himself is to ascribe to him a level of omnipotence equal to that thought to have been commanded
by the subject of the album being offered as a gift. A more receptive audience can scarcely be imagined, for the
Jiajing emperor is known to have taken an active interest in ritual practices ensuring longevity and prosperity such
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as those prominently featured in the album (Fang 1970; Geiss 1988: 479-484; Qing 1993: 565-567; Ren 1990: 590591). There are, however, no seal impressions on the album itself to indicate that the “Zhenxian shiji” ever came
into the hands of the emperor. Until external evidence verifying his possession of the album comes to light, we
cannot be certain that the Jiajing emperor was even aware of Wang Gongkui’s good intentions.
The closing line of Wang’s postface leaves no doubt that he viewed his own mission as nothing less than
an act of faith: “Respectfully inscribed by your servitor Wang Gongkui of Yiyang, Manager of Headquarter Affairs,
with head bowed and bathed in incense, on the fifteenth day of the seventh month in the cyclical year of bingwu, the
twenty-fifth year of the Jiajing reign period (10 August 1546)” '(89:;<*=>?@9:A012./
+B,-CDEFGH (fig. 3). Superimposed over this inscription is a large red seal impression, which reads:
Guanli fushi Yiyang Wang yin 012./+I (Seal of Wang of Yiyang, Manager of Headquarter Affairs).
Although it bears some resemblance to imperial Ming seal impressions of ca. 1374-1384 (Hearn and Fong 1999:
160) and 1426-1435 (Wu 2000: 37), this seal remains as enigmatic as the office whose authority it ostensibly
evokes. Equally puzzling is the small seal impression, presumably of an unidentified collector, which is stamped on
the lower lefthand corner of the last leaf: Yinfen guan baozang JKLMN (Precious Repository of the Gallery of
Enchanted Fragrance).
MADE AND EMENDED BY WHOM?
The postface provides no clue whatsoever as to whose talents lie behind the creation of the album. Wang
Gongkui’s stunning silence on the subject casts a dark shadow over the attribution that appears on the first illustrated
album leaf (fig. 4). In the upper lefthand margin may be found an inscription worded in identical fashion to, but dated
four months earlier than, that of Wang Gongkui: “Respectfully painted by your servitor Xie Shichen (1487-1567+),
with head bowed and bathed in incense, on the eighth day of the fourth month in the cyclical year of bingwu, the
twenty-fifth year of the Jiajing reign period (7 May 1546)” '(89:;<*=>O@PQABRSBTDEF
GU. Neither the style of inscription nor the accompanying seal impression finds its match on any of the surviving
paintings accepted as the work of the Suzhou artist named Xie Shichen (Contag and Wang 1966: 219, 478; Lawton
1966; Zhuang 1964: 2.362-363, 5.304). Even if the validity of this attribution may be in doubt, the two dedications
do apply formulaic expressions of reverence that lend an aura of authenticity not unlike, for example, dedications on
paintings produced by and/or for devotees of Buddhist teachings during the Ming and Qing (Weidner 1994: 291, 377,
408). One feature common to many such inscriptions on Buddhist devotional paintings of the Ming is, however,
absent from the inscriptions on the album. That is the opening reference to the Da Ming V

, or Great Ming

(Weidner: 250, 271, 284-286, 392).
The symbolic weight of the date given the postface should not be overlooked. It alone may help us envision
the preparation and presentation of the album in its proper historical context. There are at least two ways of
appreciating the significance of the fifteenth of the seventh month, the date of Wang’s dedication. The most
immediate association this date brings to mind is of course its correspondence to zhongyuan W, or the day
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conventionally set aside for honoring the dead. The fifteenth of the seventh month is also the first day on which
temple festivals traditionally opened in celebration of the ascent of Xu Xun, an event which is dated to either the first
or the fifteenth of the eighth month (Zheng 1994: 249-250; Xiong 2004). Alternatively, it may be no small
coincidence that the postface is dated less than one month prior to the day on which the Jiajing emperor would be due
to celebrate his fortieth birthday, that is, the tenth of the eighth lunar month. If indeed the album was devised to
serve as an imperial birthday present, the style of painting exhibited would have been considered most appropriate.
The so-called qinglü shanshui XYZ, or blue-and-green landscape style of painting, featured in the album is
known to have been the preferred choice of artists seeking to commemorate the birthday of someone of high rank, if
not the emperor himself (Ho 1992: 141). It is an identifiable style of court painting. It is not, however, a style of
painting associated with Xie Shichen.
One appraiser of Chinese works of art, Li Xingbai [\] , has taken up the question of the attribution to
Xie Shichen. According to a statement left with the Museum on 8 May 1992, Mr. Li deemed the inscription in the
name of Xie Shichen to be spurious. Likewise, he found the seal impression unconvincing, for it was in his opinion
made from a seal cut by an artisan rather than an expert seal-cutter. Mr. Li, moreover, judges the style of painting
displayed in the illustrations to fall short of the quality expected of professional Ming artists. He suggests that the
album is most likely to have been produced at an artisans workshop. Anne Burkus-Chasson, a professor of art
history at the University of Illinois at Urbana who specializes in the Ming period, also rejects the attribution to Xie
Shichen. Unlike Mr. Li, however, she has a more favorable opinion of the quality of painting. In her view, the
illustrations of the album reflect the skill of someone highly trained and knowledgeable about the techniques of
Ming Academy painting (personal communication, 24 September 2004). To inscribe the work to Xie Shichen may
have been one way to make ownership of the album more appealing. It was after all not uncommon for a collector to
assign authorship to an anonymous painting so as to enhance its perceived value.
Close inspection reveals that the album itself has suffered the effects of editorial revision over time. One
graph was consistently substituted for another, apparently in an effort to satisfy a prospective collector. There are six
instances in the text proper and four in the postface alone where the graph xuan ^ has been conspicuously effaced
and replaced by the graph yuan W. Systematic emendation of this sort may well have been introduced to honor the
taboo on the personal name (Xuanye ^_) of the Kangxi emperor (r. 1662-1722). There is in fact evidence that this
set of album leaves did come into the possession of a member of the Qing imperial household. The evidence comes
in the form of two identical seal impressions found in the lower lefthand corner of the first and last illustrations. The
distinctive gourd-shaped seal behind these impressions belonged to a son of the Qianlong emperor (r. 1736-1795)
named Yongrong `a (1744-1790), who was recognized as an accomplished painter in his own right (Contag and
Wang 1966: 97-98). The mark of his ownership underscores the outstanding lack of evidence that the intended
recipient, the Jiajing emperor, ever gained possession of this set of album leaves.
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COUNTERPARTS IN THE TAOIST CANON
Although the provenance of the “Zhenxian shiji” remains in question, its value as a resource on the history
of veneration for Xu Xun cannot be underestimated. It merits close examination in view of the rich body of
hagiographic texts contained in the woodcut Taoist Canon of 1445. In short, the album may be considered heir to
seven accounts in the Canon, which were compiled over the course of some five centuries. The list of titles below is
keyed to the 36-volume edition of the Daozang N (Taoist Canon) published in 1988 (Boltz 1993):
1. Xiaodao Wu Xu er zhenjun zhuan bcd (A Biography of Wu and Xu, the Two Perfected
Lords of the Filial Way, CT 449), anonymously compiled after 819 (vol. 6.841-845).
2. “Jingyang Xu Zhenjun zhuan” e/d (A Biography of the Perfected Lord Xu of Jingyang),
“Xiaoyao shan qunxian zhuan” fghid (Biographies of Assorted Transcendents of Mount Xiaoyao), and
“Zhuxian zhuan” jid (Biographies of Various Transcendents) in the Yulong ji klm (Anthology of Jade
Beneficence), compiled by Bai Yuchan nko (1194-1229). In Xiuzhen shishu p"H (Ten Writings on
Cultivating Perfection, CT263), juan 33, 35, 36 (vol. 4.755-761, 765-771).
3. Xishan Xu Zhenjun bashiwu hua lu q"rs4 (A Record of the Eighty-five
Metamorphoses of the Perfected Lord Xu of Xishan, CT 448), with colophon dated 1250 ascribed to Shi Cen tu.
This text represents a consolidation of the three accounts compiled by Bai Yuchan, with a heptasyllabic verse
supplementing each of the eighty-five units of text (vol. 6.815-840).
4. “Xu Taishi”v  wx (Grand Scribe Xu). In Lishi zhenxian tidao tongjian yxiz{|
(Comprehensive Mirror on Successive Generations of Perfected Transcendents and Those Who Embody the Way, CT
296), compiled by Zhao Daoyi }# (fl. 1294-1307), juan 26. This account is nearly identical to the annotated
biography compiled by Bai Yuchan, with a short editorial note added in closing (vol. 5.248-259).
5. Xu Zhenjun xianzhuan id (A Transcendent Biography of Perfected Lord Xu, CT 447),
anonymously compiled after 1295. This account is nearly identical to an unannotated version of the biography
compiled by Bai Yuchan, modified with reference to an entitlement granted in 1295 (vol. 6.809-814).
6. “Jingming daoshi Jingyang Xu Zhenjun zhuan”

~e/d (Biography of Perfected Lord

Xu of Jingyang, Master of the Pure and Radiant Way), Jingming zhongxiao quanshu

H (Complete

Writings of the Pure and Radiant on Loyalty and Filiality, CT 1110), compiled by Huang Yuanji W (12701324) and edited by Xu Hui  (1291-1350), juan 1. This account is comparable to a condensed version of the
biography compiled by Bai Yuchan, with selected annotations incorporated into the body of the text and with
significant modifications, including reference to an entitlement granted in 1295 (vol. 24.623-626).
7. Xu Taishi zhenjun tuzhuan wxd (Illustrated Biography of the Perfected Lord, Grand Scribe
Xu, CT 440), anonymously compiled after 1295. This account is comparable to a more concise version of the
biography compiled by Bai Yuchan, with selected annotations incorporated into the body of the text and with
significant modifications, including reference to an entitlement granted in 1295. There are altogether fifty-two units
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of illustration and accompanying text, followed by portraits of twelve disciples. The concise accounts accompanying
these portraits appear to have been drawn from the lengthy supplementary biography compiled by Bai Yuchan (vol.
6.716-735).
These are but a few of the many sources examined in the comprehensive study of the textual legacy of
Jingming dao by Akizuki Kan’ei (1978). The first text in the list represents an early form of storytelling that came
to be significantly modified and expanded over time. The accounts in the anthology of Bai Yuchan may be considered
the foundation for all subsequent biographies of Xu Xun.
The closest counterpart to the album is the single version of the story of Xu Xun printed with illustrations,
the Xu Taishi zhenjun tuzhuan wxd (Illustrated Biography of the Perfected Lord, Grand Scribe Xu). Here
we will examine how the album corresponds to and parts company with its twin in the Taoist Canon. When
pertinent, we will also draw attention to parallels from other exemplars of illustrated hagiography, in particular, the
well-known tribute to Confucius known as the Shengji tu

 (Illustrations of Vestiges of the Sage) that was

first compiled in 1444. Analysis of the ways in which the album stands apart in word and picture will allow us to
gain a better sense of how it merits consideration as a product of its time. Once we have a clearer idea of the
mentality behind the creation of this album, we may then return in closing to the question of how to view the
prospect of its presentation to the Jiajing emperor. It is a question we might keep in mind as we engage in this
preliminary survey of the contents of the album. It is not a question that we can hope to answer in any definitive
manner at this stage of investigation. But perhaps we shall be able to pave the way for undertaking a full-scale
feasibility study of the link between the Jiajing emperor and this album.

CONTENTS OF THE ALBUM IN COLLATION WITH A WOODCUT COUNTERPART IN THE CANON
Listed below are the fifty-eight headings of the “Zhenxian shiji” , each of which is preceded by the
number of the corresponding unit or sub-unit of the fifty-two components within the Xu Taishi zhenjun tuzhuan 
wxd, or Illustrated Biography:
1.
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1. Zhenxian yixiang  (Lasting image of the Perfected Transcendent)

2a.

2. Jinfeng faxiang  (Golden phoenix reveals an auspice)

2b.

3. Wuyun yingdan r (Five-colored clouds mark the nativity)

3.

4. Conglie wuxiu p (Engages in a hunt and awakens to cultivation)

4.

5. Zhejie dushu H (Reverses course and pursues reading)

5.

6. Qiushi xuedao  (Seeks a master and takes up a study of the Way)

6.

7. Qizhen xuansheng  (Selects a scenic site for nestling perfection)

7.

8. Yi bu gouqu  (A sense of equity deters wrongful gain)

8.

9. Jingyang lizheng e/

9.

10. Dianjin jipin ¡¢£ (Rescues the poor with transmuted gold)

(Takes up office at Jingyang)

10.

11. Shenfang yuji ¤¥¦§ (Cures ailments with divine prescriptions)

11.

12. Yuangong yuanji W¨©¢ (Primordial merit rescues from afar)

12.

13. Yi’ai jimin ª«¬ (Lasting affection reaches the people at large)

13.

14. Xiannü shoujian ®¯ (Transcendent lasses bestow swords)

14.

15. Chenmu duyuan °±²W (Matriarch Chen delivers the primordial)

15.

16. Xiangmao zhaosi ³´µ¶ (Fragrant grass induces offerings)

16.

17. Huifa yaoci ·¸¹º (Destroys and leaves asunder an aberrant shrine)

17a.

18. Yinzhang junquan »¼½¾ (Draws a staff and disgorges a spring)

17b.

19. Longcheng lijing ¿ÀÁ( (Sets up a retreat at Longcheng)

18.

20. Songbi liuqi ÂÃÄÅ (Remaining wonder of pine wall)

19.

21. Qumei hudan ÆÇÈÉ (Exterminating fiends and protecting the elixir)

20a.

22. Dancheng jixiang ÉÊË (Elixir completed and libations enjoyed)

20b.

23. Xiuchuan cuijian ÌÍÎ¯ (Tempers a sword in Cultivation Stream)

20c.

24. Xiufeng jujiao ÏÐÑÒ (Submits oblations on Luxuriant Peak)

21a.

25. Shebo niyao ÓÔÕ¹ (Senior local deity conceals an aberration)

21b.

26. Wushen suhai r¤Ö× (Five deities rail against a hazard)

22.

27. Qianjiao jiutian ØÙÚÛ (Sly reptile gets exterminated)

23.

28. Shoudan shimin ÜÉÝÞ (Tests the multitudes by selling elixirs)

24.

29. Fushi zhenjiao ßàáÙ (Talismanic boulder keeps reptile in check)

25.

30. Shengmin qiujiu â¬ã (People at large plead for rescue)

26.

31. Yinghou chuyao äå¹ (Eradicates aberration in due time)

27.

32. Xiaoming fenglei æçèé (Roars command to wind and thunder)

28.

33. Zhihui bingli êëìí (Takes charge of armed guardians)

29a.

34. Zhuojian shifeng î¯Ýï (Cleanses sword and tests its sharpness)

29b.

35. Huanjun fangjiao ðñòÙ (Returns to commandery in guard against a reptile)

30.

36. Qianhuan yanzhen óôõ (Certifies perfection by dispatching illusion)

31.

37. Jiaomei kuichan ÙÇö÷ (Reptilian fiend sneaks a glance)

32.

38. Jianzhi huaniu øùsú (Cuts paper and turns it into a bullock)

33.

39. Shangjiao benjing ûÙüý (Injured reptile flees into a well)

34.

40. Jiao qian Jia shi ÙØþ (Reptile sneaks into the Jia family)

35.

41. Jia shi yiju þ (Jia family shifts its residence)

36.

42. Yuyao wenjian ¹¯ (Lingering aberration asks about the sword)

37.

43. Yao hua hulu ¹s (Aberrations turn into bottle-gourds)

38.

44. Tiezhu zhenfu  á

(Iron pillar keeps drifters in check)

39.

45. Basuo weimai q

(Eight ropes bind the veins)
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40.

46. Fuzhen Pohu ßá (Talisman keeps Lake Po[yang] in check)

41.

47. Zhibei huage s (Tossed goblet turns into doves)

42.

48. Jinling wendu  (Makes a request of the ferryman at Jinling)

43-44. 49. Longxie zhouxing ¿\ (Travelling by boat, embraced by dragons)
45.

50. Yunhe chengxiang  (Cranes in the clouds present an auspice)

46.

51. Tianshu kuangyu H (Celestial writ bestows instruction)

47.

52. Jiahui biefan  (Takes leave of the mundane at home assembly)

48.

53. Xianzhang xiaying  !" (Transcendent entourage descends to welcome)

49.

54. Bazhai feisheng #$%& (Uprooted households ascend in flight)

50.

55. Shengxian yuzheng &' (Lingering evidence of transcendents in ascent)

51a.

56. Ruimi shan’gu ()* (Augors suffuse mountains and valleys)

51b.

57. Feiwei raoshe %+,- (Soaring curtain encircles the homestead)

52.

58. Xianmao yanhui ´./ (Extended benevolence of transcendent grass)
Due to the constraints of time, we will take up for consideration here only a selection of episodes in the

album that stand in marked contrast to word and/or picture in corresponding units of the Illustrated Biography.
Please accept my apologies for the poor quality of the illustrations reproduced from the album by digital camera. I
am grateful to Dr. Elizabeth Lominska Johnson, Curator of Ethnology at the UBC Museum of Anthropology, and
her assistant Leisa Bruggen-Cate for making the album available for photography. I should also state that for the
sake of clarity I have drawn all reproductions of the Illustrated Biography from the copy of the text in a fascicle of
the 1598 printing of the Canon. The later printing is for all practical purposes identical to the 1445 edition of the
Canon (cf. Little 2000: 313-317). For making a copy of the 1598 printing available, I am grateful to Monique
Cohen, Conservator of the Department of Oriental Manuscripts at the Bibliothèque Nationale. I am indebted to both
the late Professor Piet van der Loon and Professor Kristofer M. Schipper for encouraging me to consult the 1598
printing. The opportunity arose thanks to a 1985-86 research grant from the Joint Committee on Chinese Studies of
the American Council of Learned Societies and the Social Science Research Council, with funds provided by the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

EPISODE 1: LASTING IMAGE OF THE PERFECTED TRANSCENDENT
As indicated by the expression of yixiang , or “Lasting image,” the opening illustration is to be
regarded as a posthumous portrait of Xu Xun (fig. 5). It would appear at first glance to be a mirror image of that in
the Canon text (fig. 6). Could it have been created with an eye on the woodblock behind the illustration in the
Canon? Perhaps, but even if that were the case, there are some subtle and not so subtle variants to observe. The
most obvious is the portrayal of Xu Xun himself. The formal frontal view of a figure haloed by an aureole, as
depicted in the Canon text, may be considered an iconic representation. The image greeting us from the album
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appears by contrast more personable. The positioning of the two attendants on the same plane as Xu Xun rather than
to his rear seems to enhance the welcoming informality of the scene. The items held by the two young chaps speak
of Xu Xun’s training in the use of divine prescriptions and divine swords, as featured in episodes 6 and 14.
The text accompanying this illustration, unlike all subsequent episodes, stands in sharp contrast to its
counterpart in the Canon. The only thing they share in common is the honorific title Shengong miaoji zhenjun ¤
¨0¢ (Perfected Lord of Divine Merit and Wondrous Relief) granted in 1112 by Song Huizong (r.1101-1125).
This title is recorded at the close of the account in the album. The corresponding text in the Illustrated Biography
opens with a much longer epithet. The last title recorded is that dating to 1112. It is amplifed by a four-character title
absent from the album text. That is the title Zhidao xuanying 1^ (Sublime Response of the Ultimate Way)
bestowed in 1295 by Yuan Chengzong (r. 1294-1306). In addition to these posthumous titles, the Canon also
records the titles as announced by decree of the Jade Emperor when Xu was notified of his imminent ascent. This
event is recorded in episodes 46 and 51 of the Canon text and album, respectively. The texts behind the decree of the
Jade Emperor are transcribed in full by way of an introduction in the Illustrated Biography, reinforcing the iconic
nature of the opening illustration. It is only after first introducing Xu Xun by his cumulative transcendent
entitlements that his name is given, including the style name of Jingzhi 23. The text in the Canon then turns to a
brief history of his family: “His great-grandfather Yan 4, grandfather Yu k, and father Su 5 were born and raised
in Xuchang  (Henan). They were men of lofty standards and did not serve in office, for they were none other
than descendants of the legendary You 6 of Yingyang 7/ (Henan). At the end of the Han (ca. 220 C.E.), his
father fled to Nanchang [district] in Yuzhang 89 [commandery] where they made their home.”
The corresponding text in the album ignores Xu Xun’s genealogy and offers instead a brief biographical
summary. The closing line giving the Song entitlement mentioned above is omitted in the translation below. The
numbers in brackets mark subsequent episodes evoked in this account:

Born and raised in Nanchang, [4] Xu Xun was acutely enlightened at birth. [6] After acquiring divine
prescriptions and secret rituals from Wu Meng b: (d. 374), [8] he undertook the practice of cultivating refinement.
[9] At the beginning of the Taikang w; reign period (280-289) in the Jin, he became the magistrate of Jingyang e
/ (Sichuan) and provided relief and benefit on a grand scale. [13] After a short time, he abandoned his post and went
back east. [15] He met with Matriarch Chen °±, from whom he gained the arts of the Way. [30-34] He
subsequently slew serpents and [35-43] slaughtered reptiles, completely eradicating hazards to the people at large.
[44] He grew concerned that Yuzhang would be made into the den of a reptilian monster (jiaochi Ù<) on a
drifting islet. So he had a pillar cast of iron at the Southern Well ý of the citadel (yacheng =À ). [45] Eight
ropes attached at the base were securely hooked into the veins of the earth. From then on, all traces of aberrations in
the waterways were eliminated, leaving wards and districts free of anxiety. [46] In addition, he made a circuit of the
various commanderies along the lakes and rivers, exterminating noxious hazards. [50] Only then did he return to his
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former state of reclusion and quintessentially cultivate the ultimate Way. [54] In the second year of the Ningkang >
; reign period (374), when he was one-hundred and thirty-six years of age, the entire family simultaneously
ascended into the celestial realm. The chickens and dogs likewise soared away, one after the other.

The language of this account is echoed in many of the episodes to which it alludes. There is, however, one
distinct difference to be observed. Xu Xun himself, according to this summary, is said to have slain serpents and
slaughtered reptiles. This image that can be traced to the early storytelling tradition epitomized by the Xiaodao Wu
Xu er zhenjun zhuan bcd cited above. The swashbuckling view of Xu Xun is also favored by
novelist and playwright, as well as topographic sources (Wang 1227: 26.18b). A more subdued image is almost
universally projected in the later hagiographic accounts of the Canon and in the album as well. That portrayal spares
Xu from personally engaging in the slaughter of threatening reptiles. It is a task that he assigns instead to his
disciples and/or divine guardian forces. The initial portrayal of Xu in the album thus seems inexplicably incongruent.
But that sense of disjuncture vanishes when we consider the source of this account. It can be traced to the Da Ming
yitong zhi V #?@ (Comprehensive Gazetteer of the Great Ming) compiled in 1461 (Li 1461: 49.29b). The
biography of Wu Meng that follows in this gazetteer is partially echoed in episode 7 of the album. Three additional
episodes (16, 44, 57) include passages describing landmarks that also appear to have been derived from the same
work. There are, moreover, three episodes (15, 31, 55) in which this text is cited according to the abbreviated title of
Yitong zhi. It was clearly a source with which the compiler of the album was intimately familiar.

EPISODE 2: GOLDEN PHOENIX REVEALS AN AUSPICE
In all subsequent episodes, both album and Canon text refer to Xu Xun not by name but by the
posthumous title of Perfected Lord. The text accompanying the second illustration in the album (fig. 7), which
corresponds to the story line in the Illustrated Biography, reads:

Her ladyship, the mother of the Perfected Lord, dreamed that a pearl in the beak of a golden phoenix dropped
into the palm of her hand. She playfully swallowed it and, upon awakening, sensed that she was with child. She
gave birth to the Perfected Lord.

Here it is the illustration rather than the text that stands in sharp contrast to the version of the story in the Canon.
The episode of childbirth in the Canon biography is accomodated by a single illustration that is utterly devoid of any
human presence (fig. 8). The phoenix so prominently featured here is scarcely visible in the album illustration. Our
view, like that of the phoenix, is directed to the roof enveloped by rays of light. We are left entirely dependent upon
the text for an explanation of the source of radiance.
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EPISODE 3: FIVE-COLORED CLOUDS MARK THE NATIVITY
The second illustration in the album provides an explanation for the source of radiance in word and picture
(fig. 9). Here we are invited into the household to view the scene immediately following the miraculous birth of Xu
Xun. The accompanying text reads:

Propitious clouds enshrouded the abode in question on the day of the birth of the Perfected Lord, which cast
a shimmering glow like unto the far-flung light of the full moon. It was the twenty-eighth day of the first month in
the second year of the Chiwu AB reign period (20 March 239) of the Kingdom of Wu (222-280).
The closing line giving the date of birth matches the closing line of the text accompanying the Canon illustration.
The preceding description of radiance is absent from the Canon text. How it came to be included in the album
account is somewhat of a mystery. Was an explanation of ethereal light introduced in order to elevate the inherent
domesticity of the scene portrayed? Or was it primarily devised so as to leave no mistake as to the miraculous nature
of Xu’s birth? I would suggest that this passage serves to enhance in a very subtle manner the significance of the
date of birth. In short, what we are guided to consider is the birth of a child that cast a glow equal to the full moon
on the night of no moon. For comparably domestic scenes of childbirth, we only need be reminded of the wall
paintings of 1358 dedicated to the memory of Quanzhen patriarchs at the Yongle gong (Liao 1985: 78-79, 102-103).
Portrayals of the birth of both Lü Dongbin (fig. 10) and Wang Chongyang (fig. 11) similarly feature a font of
radiance emerging from the head of a newborn babe.
The story of Confucius told in the Shengji tu

 (Illustrations of Vestiges of the Sage) may also be

consulted for parallel depictions. One colorful version dating to the sixteenth century, for example, includes two
illustrations celebrating the birth of Confucius (Liu 1986: pl. 3-4). The first offers a view of his birthplace, from
which radiance emerges as the descent of two dragons and five divine transcendents mark the nativity (fig. 12). The
subsequent illustration invites viewers to witness mother and child listening to an ensemble of celestial musicians
gathered above in the clouds (fig. 13). Alternatively, a late Qing version of this scene keeps the audience out of
sight, restricting our view to the musicians amidst the clouds swirling around rooftops (Murray 2002: 253, fig.
5.29). Julia Murray (2002: 254), an expert on the history of the Shengji tu, suggests that the absence of the domestic
view in late versions reflects the effort to reject “familization” of the sage during the reign of the Jiajing emperor.

EPISODE 5: REVERSES COURSE AND PURSUES READING
The next innovation of note in the album comes with the heading for Episode 5. We can trace the phrase
“reverses course and pursues reading” (zhejie dushu H) to a composition by Su Shi CD (1036-1101) that
came to be incorporated into the biography for Chen Xiliang EFG (1000-1065) in the Song shi Hx (Tuotuo
1345: 298.9922; Lin 1947: 69; Su n.d.). It is hard to imagine that the appearance of this expression as the heading
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for episode 5 does not reflect an awareness of the story behind it. Su Shi reportedly once joined his friend on
horseback together with two archers. The mountain range into which they headed was none other than Xishan. Chen
had the archers give chase to a magpie. When they failed to shoot it down, Chen raced off and shot it down on the
first try. He then engaged Su in a long-ranging discussion on the pros and cons of using weapons. Chen, according
to Su, was a man who was admired by local knight-errants but who in spite of his apparent toughness “reversed
course and pursued reading.” It seems highly likely that whoever coined the heading for the album was not only
familiar with this story but also expected his audience to be aware of it.

EPISODE 8: A SENSE OF EQUITY DETERS WRONGFUL GAIN

The source of the story told in episode 8 may be traced to a passage from a I (An Account of Xishan)
cited in the Sandong qunxian lu JKhi4 (A Record of Assorted Transcendents Versed in the Three Caverns, CT
1248, 32.319c) compiled in 1154. It concerns the return of a lampstand purchased by Xu Xun at his newly
established home in the mountain range of Xishan. The preamble to the story accompanying the illustration in both
the Canon text (fig. 14) and the album (fig. 15) describes the reputation Xu established as he engaged in cultivating
refinement on a daily basis. Without seeking acclaim, he is said to have enjoyed the friendships of those drawn to his
regard for filiality and integrity. The closing line of the preamble reads: “Not the slightest item did he ever
wrongfully gain.”
The story proper that follows is similarly illustrated in Canon and album. It centers around the return of a
lampstand to which the figure of Xu Xun is pointing. The additional figure in blue featured in the album may be
identified as Xu’s mentor Wu Meng. The larger ensemble appears to be standing on an elevated plateau whereas the
trio stands in front of what is apparently to be understood as the spartan living quarters of Xu Xun. Here, in other
words, the domestic scene in the Canon gives way in the album to a view of the mountainous setting where Xu
made his home. The story of the lampstand reads in the album as follows:

On one occasion, someone sold him an iron lampstand. When the Perfected Lord examined a spot where the
lacquer had worn off, he found that it was gold. The next day he hunted up the original owner and returned it. So
indeed, from the time of the austere circumstances in question did a sense of benevolence take precedence over the
deprivation of poverty.
It is the last line (zi qi yinyue shi yi hui xian yu pinju yi LMNOSP/QR£ST) that sets the album text apart
from its hagiographic counterparts. We will find that this is not an isolated instance where an emphasis on
benevolence has been introduced to the retelling of the story in the album.
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EPISODE 9: TAKES UP OFFICE AT JINGYANG
The next scene in the Canon (fig. 16) is also stark by comparison with the richly landscaped version found
in the album (fig. 17). The story told is fundamentally the same in both. Once again, however, the version in the
album offers a unique closing:

Although the Perfected Lord did not seek office, his promotion of good works was widely known. The
commandery once recommended the status of “Filial and Incorrupt” (xiaolian U), but to no avail. The house of
[Western] Jin (265-317) repeatedly summoned him to court. It was not until the inaugural year of the Taikang w;
reign period (280) that he finally set off to serve as the magistrate of Jingyang district e/V in Shu W (Sichuan).
At the time, he was forty-two years of age. From the very start of his term of office, he was so earnest in his
exhortations and enjoinders that clerks and aides gladly submitted. To the people at large he offered instruction on
loyalty, filiality, compassion, humanity, patience, prudence, diligence, and frugality. He ordered outstanding
residents with a reputation for integrity to encourage each other, so that in the end disputes never materialized.
Cherishing his benevolent governance, the people at large set up a temple where they presented sacrificial offerings.

The blank billboard before which four figures are gathered in the Canon illustration takes on an inscription in the
album picture. The larger crowd here even includes two figures who appear to be copying the text onto sheets of
paper. The words under study are the eight subjects on which Xu Xun is said to have offered instruction: zhong 
(loyalty), xiao  (filiality), ci X (compassion), ren Y (humanity), ren Z (patience), shen [ (prudence), qin \
(diligence), and jian ] (frugality). This list of instruction matches that given in the version of the story recorded in
the anthology of Bai Yuchan (CT 263, vol. 4.756a6-7) and all derivative accounts but for that in the Illustrated
Biography . The variant introduced in the text accompanying the Canon illustration here is the word qin ^ (respect),
replacing the word jian ] (frugality).
A passage missing from the album but shared by the Illustrated Biography and the account of Bai Yuchan
adds weight to the effect of Xu Xun’s teachings in resolving conflict. “So that in the end disputes never materialized”
reads: “So that squabbles diminished by the day and in the end disputes never materialized.” Here the episode in Bai
Yuchan’s account ends. The Illustrated Biography closes with: “At the time two bondsmen Hu _ and Zhan `
handled cases and administered the affairs of government on his behalf. They currently enjoy shrine offerings as
deities.” The source for this additional passage may be traced to a separate biographical account in Bai Yuchan’s
anthology (CT 263, vol. 4.770c14-19). Its absence from the album may be due to a lack of recognition during the
Ming for the enshrinement at issue. Finally, as mentioned above, it is the innovative closing that sets the album
apart from the Canon: “Cherishing his benevolent governance, the people at large set up a temple where they
presented sacrificial offerings” (min huai huizheng li miao si yan ¬a/ Áb¶c). It is thus once again Xu’s
sense of benevolence that wins praise, to the extent that he is said to have been honored with a shrine.
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A somewhat less dramatic yet comparable scene of instruction may be found in the Shengji tu (fig. 18).
This rubbing is taken from a 1682 engraving ostensibly replicating the 1444 version of the Shengji tu (Hu 2000:
158-159; cf. Liu 1986: fig. 31). Confucius is portrayed here very much in the same manner we find Xu Xun depicted
in Canon and album. He sits at a table with a display of writing implements, surrounded by disciples engaged in
study. Unlike Xu, however, Confucius was not at the time holding any post commensurate with his talents. This is
a portrait of Confucius at the age of forty-two, when he is said neither to have been called to office nor to have
sought an official post. It is a portrait that invites us to recall the age of Xu Xun at the time he took up the post as
magistrate. Is it nothing but a coincidence that the portrait of Magistrate Xu at the age of forty-two is similar to that
of Confucius at the very same age?

EPISODE 12: PRIMORDIAL MERIT RESCUES FROM AFAR
This episode highlights Magistrate Xu’s far-reaching success in bringing relief from illness by inserting
talismans in the Jiang River. The corresponding episode in the Illustrated Biography closes with a popular verse
from Shu celebrating his ability to cure disease with talismanic water. The Shu folk rhyme W¬d is notably absent
from the album: The missing verse reads:
¬efg

From thieves and robbers we stand relieved,

íehi

Clerks know not to conspire or deceive.

jk$

As all by our Lord are revived,

lemn

Ailments no more can thrive.

It should also be mentioned that the first word in the heading given this episode exhibits the type of
emendation mentioned earlier, with the word yuan W replacing the word xuan ^. The expression xuangong ^¨
(sublime merit), or yuangong W¨ (primordial merit), denoting one who cultivates the Way, does not occur in the
account that follows. The choice of heading itself is somewhat unusual in that neither the first nor second
component finds its match in the text proper, as is the case with most headings in the album.

EPISODE 13: LASTING AFFECTION REACHES THE PEOPLE AT LARGE
The heading given this episode in the album (fig. 19), while it cannot be derived from the text that follows,
can in fact be traced to a passage found at the close of the corresponding Canon text (fig. 20). Another passage
missing from the album provides an explanation of how Xu came to give up his post as magistrate. As the version
of the story in the Canon states, “he became aware that the house of Jin was near turmoil” (zhi Jin shi jiang luan o
pqrs). The politically neutral text in the album alternatively reads:
After serving in Jingyang for a long time, the Perfected Lord relinquished his post and headed back east. The
people at large were touched by his sense of integrity. Since they lacked the means to detain him, they set up a
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shrine and provided an image on his behalf. Those who accompanied him laden with grain stretched across the
wilderness. Some went as far as one-thousand li. Others followed him home and begged to be in service for the
remainder of their years. So it was that on vacant land east of his homestead they made dwellings out of thatch,
resembling barracks in appearance. Everyone voluntarily changed his surname to that of the Perfected Lord. To this
day, the place in question is for that reason called Xu Family Barracks (Xu jiaying t).
It is at this point that the Canon text closes, with the passage from which the album heading has been derived. The
album continues with an account on the history of the jurisdiction of Jingyang. It has been drawn from a doublecolumn annotation inserted at the beginning of the corresponding text in the anthology of Bai Yuchan (CT 263, vol.
4.756b7-8):
Initially, Jingyang fell within Hanzhou uv (Hubei). Following the ascent of the Perfected Lord, it was by
decree renamed Deyang w/, in order to express the extent to which the integrity of the Perfected Lord had reached
the people at large. Later on, administration of the district shifted westward and the foundation of the former site was
made into an abbey and given the name Jingyang guan e/x.
The Jingyang Abbey mentioned presumably replaced the shrine established in honor of Magistrate Xu. What is
simply designated in the album as a “shrine” (ci º) is rendered more precisely in the Canon text as “living shrine”
(shengci âº). According to the version of the story in the Canon, moreover, the image was “respectfully served as
if divine radiance resided within” (jingshi ru shenming yan 2y¤ c). There is also a contrast to be observed
between the depiction of the image in Canon and album. The standing figure gracing what appears to be a screen in
the Canon yields in the album to a hanging scroll featuring a seated figure. The latter is a likeness to bear in mind as
we encounter portrayals of Xu Xun in closing episodes of the album. Another item of interest is the chair hefted by
someone making the trek uphill. Its contours suggest a style of craftsmanship characteristic of Ming carpentry
(Ebrey 1996: 201), examples of which may also be found in the illustration of episode 41.

EPISODE 15: MATRIARCH CHEN DELIVERS THE PRIMORDIAL

The heading of episode 15, like that of episode 12, has been emended, with the word yuan W replacing the
word xuan ^. The story that follows proves to correspond more closely to its counterpart in Bai Yuchan’s
anthology than to the much shorter version in the Illustrated Biography. It concerns the pilgrimage made by Xu
Xun and Wu Meng to seek instruction from Matriarch Chen at the Yellow Hall Retreat (Huangtang jing z() in
Danyang district É/V (Jiangsu). The scene depicted is the ritual ceremony during which the Matriarch announces
that from this point forward Xu is to be considered the master and Wu his student. As she informs them, this
reversal in the roles of the two men reflects the superior rank conferred upon Xu as the designated heir to the
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teachings of the Radiant Prince of Filiality and Fraternity (Xiaoti mingwang { +). The image of the Radiant
Prince appears to preside over the scene depicted in the Canon (fig. 21). But the small haloed figure emerging
apparently in response to the smoke of the censer remains invisible in the corresponding illustration of the album
(fig. 22).

EPISODE 16: FRAGRANT GRASS INDUCES SACRIFICIAL OFFERINGS
A comparably divine presence can be detected in the next scene of the Canon (fig. 23). Here the figure
hovering in the clouds does not seem to be an iconic representation of the Radiant Prince but rather a vision of
Matriarch Chen herself. There is no sign of her presence, however, in the corresponding illustration of the album
(fig. 24). Pictured in this scene is an shrine that Xu Xun and Wu Meng established in honor of the Matriarch. Its site
was chosen according to where the two men found a stand of grass taking root from a single stalk of the so-called
“fragrant grass” (xiangmao ³´) tossed by the Matriarch. An entry on this plant by its alternative name
“transcendent grass” (xianmao i´) is found in the Sancai tuhui J| (Illustrated Collectaneum on Three
Endowments). The accompanying illustration in this compilation of 1607 depicts a plant more comparable to that
featured in the album than to its counterpart in the Canon (Wang 1607: vol. 6.2400). Two accounts that pay tribute
to the memory of the story behind this grass are mentioned in the closing of this episode in the album. Its reference
to compositions by the Yuan literati Yu Ji }m (1272-1348) and Jie Xisi ~ (1274-1344) knows no parallel in
hagiographic lore of the Canon. Although the album does not provide the titles of the pertinent texts, they can easily
be found in the anthology of epigraphy compiled by Chen Yuan (1988: 797, 1178).

EPISODE 18: DRAWS A STAFF AND DISGORGES A SPRING
A two-part story told in a single illustrated episode of the Canon (fig. 25) is presented as two separate
episodes in the album. Episode 18 in the album (fig. 26) corresponds to the opening story as depicted in the lower
half of the Canon illustration. The towering figure of Xu Xun clearly dominates the scene in the album. He remains
obscure, if not invisible, in the corresponding scene of the Canon. There is no significant difference between the
texts in Canon and album. The story, as told in the album, reads:

At one of the sites he passed in his search for the fragrant grass, the Perfected Lord found people at large
burdened by the hardship of drawing water from a distance. Their barrels and ropes lined the roadway, leaving old and
young utterly exhausted. So he drove a staff into a dessicated marsh in front of the shrine of the local deity. Sweet
spring water gushed out. People at large counted on it for relief and did not thirst even in drought. This is what is
nowadays known as the Boulder Well (Shijing àý) of Purple Sunrise Retreat (Ziyang jing /() on the Isle of
Daze V in Xinjian district  V (Jiangxi).
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EPISODE 19: SETS UP A RETREAT AT LONGCHENG
The illustration of Episode 19 (fig. 27) conveys a vision of Xu Xun distinct from that found in the upper
half of the Canon illustration. The dissimilar portrayals seem to reflect subtle differences in the way the story is told
in Canon and album. The version recorded in the album reads:
The Perfected Lord climbed the summit of Mount Longcheng ¿À. Pointing to the source of spring
water in the mountain, he said: “Hiding inside is sure to be an anomalous creature (yiwu ) that will create a
scourge later on.” He subsequently set up a retreat, keeping it in check. Nowadays, villagers bear a transcendent
palanquin each year in homage to Matriarch Chen. Here where they rest is called Longcheng Abbey ¿Àx.
This version of the story lacks a passage found in the Canon that helps account for the contrast in illustration. It
concerns Xu’s preparations prior to setting up a retreat, or jing (, which is modified here by the word tan , or
altar. Before establishing the foundation for what later became the Longcheng Abbey, Xu is said to have “staked his
sword and engaged in a ritual” (zhuojian yunfa ¯). This is the activity greeting us in the upper register of
the Canon illustration. It is not clear to me how we should interpret the alternative portrayal of Xu Xun presented in
the album. How does it denote the establishment of a retreat that would accomplish the containment of a threatening
force Xu detected to be lurking about? Is it meant to represent a culmination of the ritual evoked by word and picture
in the Canon? Can the red vial in Xu’s hand be understood to signify the completion of a so-called “inner alchemy”
or neidan É procedure? One hagiographic work that may possibly offer support for such a reading is a set of
paintings commissioned in honor of the Primordial Goddess of the Cyan Aurora (Bixia Yuanjun W).
Although no earlier than 1890, this set of paintings finds its counterpart in a classic of inner alchemy dating to 1615
(Liu 2004: 61-68). The painting of interest here features radiance emerging from a red gourd-shaped vial (Zhang and
Wang 1995: 117, fig. 13), with the caption reading “Completion of the Inner and Outer Elixir” (Neiwai dacheng 
V).
EPISODE 20: REMAINING WONDER OF PINE WALL
There are subtle but significant differences to be observed between the illustration of Episode 20 (fig. 28)
and its counterpart in the Canon (fig. 29). The unmistakeable figure of Wu Meng, characteristically gowned in blue,
can be detected in the album. His appearance remains inexplicable for he plays no role in this episode. The si O, or
shop, depicted in the Canon is alternatively designated in the album as a dian . The commodity sold is identified
in the album illustration by a banner hanging at the entrance, which reads: “Fine brew of clarified aroma” (qingxiang
meijiu ³). The accompanying story reads:
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The Perfected Lord crossed the Little Shu River (Xiao Shujiang W ), which is the present-day port of
Huanghukou  (Jiangxi). He reached a [wine]shop at the edge of the river. The proprietor Mr. Zhu 
received him with decorum. Before he left, the Perfected Lord sketched a pine on the wall in jest. From then on, the
shop in question reaped twice its former profit. Later on, the river flooded, wiping out marketplace and homesteads.
The pine wall alone survived, which came to be interpreted as proof of a numinous anomaly (lingyi ). The site
in question is nowadays known as Pine Lake Market (Songhu shi Â).
The variant version of this story in the Canon lacks the passage identifying the lone survival of the pine wall as
proof of a numinous anomaly. But it does contain an additional passage underscoring the significance of the Pine
Lake Market mentioned in closing: “The tutelary deity Zhu is known to enjoy temple offerings here” (jian you Zhu
Tudi miaoshi yan bc). The characterization of Mr. Zhu himself is equally amplified: “In spite of
poverty, the proprietor Mr. Zhu extended his welcome, exhausting his capacity for showing courtesy and respect”
(zhuren Zhu shi sui pin er yingjie nengjin lijing $ £¡"¢m£¤2). The name “Mr. Zhu,” we should
note, is rendered in Bai Yuchan’s anthology as “Mr. Song” H (CT 263, vol. 4.757a13, 15). A careless scribe
could easily have misread the graph song H as zhu . The fact that Mr. Zhu is the name that has endured in
hagiographic lore is of particular interest to us here since it is after all the name of the royal house of Ming. One
question this obviously raises is whether or not the revised version of the story in the album may have arisen in an
effort to accomodate the sensitivity of the Jiajing emperor. Might the absence of reference to an enshrinement of Mr.
Zhu as tutelary deity be attributed to the desirability of heeding his 1530 mandate of ritual reform (Murray 2002:
255-257)? Another question we cannot help but raise is whether or not the Jiajing emperor would have been offended
to find a wineshop proprietor given the same name in this story as that of his own lineage. Offense seems unlikely
if we recall the humble agricultural roots of his ancestry. We would also do well to be reminded that wealth was
considered essential to any businessman seeking to rise to gentry status during the Ming. Divine intervention,
moreover, was not an unwelcome explanation for those troubled by the ethics of achieving outstanding prosperity
(Brook 1998: 213-215).

EPISODE 22: ELIXIR COMPLETED AND LIBATIONS ENJOYED
One illustration in the Canon of considerable interest proves to be a consolidation of altogether three scenes
(fig. 30). It is similar to the two-part illustration discussed above, in that the viewer is invited to follow events as
they unfold from right to left. Each of the three scenes is awarded a separate illustration in the album. The
accompanying text in every case finds its match in a corresponding segment of the text in the Canon. The
counterpart to the righthand scene in the Canon is found in Episode 22 of the album (fig. 31). A concise account
explains where, as the heading states, we may find “Elixir completed and libations enjoyed:”
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Upon completing the divine elixir, the Perfected Lord displayed it at Mount Mufu ¥¦ (Jiangxi), where
he submitted libations. Here on this mountain is where the stone chamber of Transcendent Oldster Ge (Ge Xianweng
§¨) is located.
“Transcendent Oldster Ge” denotes Ge Xuan §^ (164-244), venerable patriarch of the ritual legacy of Lingbao M
(Numinous Treasure) to which the ancestry of Jingming dao is conventionally linked (Schipper 1985: 826-828). The
depiction of Ge’s cavern in the Canon is utterly devoid of any sign of human activity. Little, by contrast, is left to
the imagination in the album portrayal of Xu Xun. Even so, the significance of the three ranks of libations before
which he bows remains to be explained.

EPISODE 23: TEMPERS SWORD IN CULTIVATION STREAM
The scene in Episode 23 of the album (fig. 32) corresponds to the depiction in the center of the illustration
in the Canon. In each instance, we find Xu Xun relieved of his usual cap and gown. Here he is attired in an
uncharacteristically mundane fashion, as befits the mundane activity in which he is engaged. Once again, the account
of his endeavors provides the story behind notable features of the landscape:
The Perfected Lord arrived at Cultivation Stream (Xiuchuan ÌÍ). He became enamored of its turbulence
and found the flavor robust. He drew his sword and tempered it against rocks alongside the torrent. Jingyang Abbey
e/x stands on top of what is nowadays known as Mount Plum (Meishan ©).
EPISODE 24: SUBMITS OBLATIONS ON LUXURIANT PEAK
The scene in Episode 24 of the album (fig. 33) offers what is comparable to a mirror image of that featured
in the upper lefthand corner of the Canon. In both cases, Xu Xun is portrayed in formal attire, facing an altar perched
at the extremity of a precipitous ledge. The formulaic three-tiered altar depicted in the Canon yields in the album to
what appears to be a pedestal-shaped feature of the landscape. The story, supplemented by a topographic note, reads
as follows:
The Perfected Lord crossed the river and climbed Luxuriant Peak (Xiufeng ÏÐ). He set up an altar on the
summit of the peak and presented oblations in order to express his gratitude to the Supreme Sovereign (Shangdi ª
«). Only then did he ingest the transcendent elixir (xiandan É).
South of the river rests a Transcendent Wu Abbey (Wu Xian guan bx) in Transcendent Wu Settlement
(Wu Xian cun b¬), located at the foundation of the former home of the Perfected Wu. Luxuriant Peak is
nowadays called Mount Jingyang e/.
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EPISODE 30: PEOPLE AT LARGE PLEAD FOR RESCUE
The story behind Xu Xun’s battle with snakes menioned in the opening account from the Comprehensive
Gazetteer of the Great Ming spans four episodes. There are discrete differences between the initial illustration in
Canon (fig. 34) and album (fig. 35). The accompanying texts may be said to part company in many more significant
ways. A concise version of the story told in the album reads:
A huge serpent took over a hill as its den in the Upper Liao River (Shang Liaoshui ªZ) of Haihun
district ®¯V (Jiangxi). It spewed vapors, forming clouds that extended forty li, and it guzzled and snapped such
that it created a reign of terror. When the Perfected Lord heard about it, he climbed up the Northern Range (Beiling
°±). Peering into the distance, he found it to be just so and led his disciples out to slaughter it.
Once they had entered its domain, more than two-hundred people from many family lines grievously pleaded
for rescue. The Perfected Lord said: “I pledge that we shall not be sharing our lives with this serpent and that I shall
eradicate it for you.” Nowadays, what is known as Assembled Transcendents Peak (Huixian feng Ð), to the east
of the Abbey of Vast Good-fortune (Guangfu guan ²³x), is none other than the Northern Range.
The lack of any representation of the serpent in the Canon illustration is counterbalanced by the ominous
appearance of a dark tunnel cloud in the album. The description of this scene in the Canon, however, is more highly
charged than that of the album. It invites us to envision the carnivorous effects of the snake’s noxious fumes.
Compare “it guzzled and snapped such that it created a reign of terror” (tunshi hengnüe ´µ¶·) from the account
above with the more graphic description in the Canon: “it guzzled up human beings and sucked up animals, causing
great harm to the people at large” (tunxi renwu da wei shengmin hai ´¸$Vnâ¬×).
The crowd of people confronting Xu Xun, moreover, is somewhat differently defined in the Canon. Instead
of “more than two-hundred people from many family lines grievously pleaded for rescue” (qunxing erbai yuren aiken
qiujiu h¹c]$º»ã), the text in the Canon projects a much larger constiuency with no claim to gentry
status: “hundreds and thousands of residents far and wide scrambled to plead in earnest” (yuanjin jumin qianbai ren
jinglai kensu ©¬¼]$½¾»¿). An even more significant contrast may be observed in the speech ascribed
to Xu Xun. In the Canon, we find his pledge to eradicate the serpent preceded by a passage introducing the concept of
retributive punishment for bad deeds: “We have reached this state of adversity now that the destiny of this era has
come full circle. Whatever the crimes committed by the people at large such that they suffer the calamity in
question, my arrival here is precisely because of this very situation” (shiyun zhouliu ji ci e’hui shengmin hezui nai
shou qi zai wu zhi ci lai zheng wei shi shi ÀÁÂÃÄâ¬ÅÆÇÈMÉÊ3Ã¾ËnÌ ).
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EPISODE 32: ROARS COMMAND TO WIND AND THUNDER
Once the proper time for launching an attack has been determined, Xu Xun gathers his forces as described in
the text accompanying this illustration for episode 32 in the album (fig. 36):

As the Perfected Lord led his disciples to the domain of the serpent, it slipped in dread into its den. So he
sent a talisman in flight, calling upon the senior local deities of Nanchang and Haihun to chase the serpent out of its
den. Raising its head to a height of ten zhang or so, with eyes like unto blazing torches, the serpent spewed venom,
setting up a blockade. So he staked his sword, paced the steps of Yu, and roared a command to wind and thunder.
People from the townships created a ruckus, surging forward as commanded. His talisman landed in Haihun district.
To the east is the Abbey of the Talisman Landing (Fuluo guan ßÍx), which is nowadays called Grand Harmony
(Taihe wÎ).
The counterpart illustration in the Canon (fig. 37) includes two scenes. The one at the right is that to which episode
32 in the album is devoted. Note the contrast in the depiction of the spirit realm responding to a talismanic
summons. The soaring figure armed with sword in the Canon yields in the album to banners and weapons emerging
from the clouds. The lefthand component of the Canon illustration finds it way into the next illustration of the
album. The two-part scene in the Canon seems to have been devised to accomodate the opening line of the text,
which reads: “When the Perfected Lord arrived at the domain of the serpent, people from the townships all created a
ruckus, surging forward as commanded.” Even though this line has obviously been transposed to the close of the
corresponding text in the album, this image of locals creating a ruckus on command is not introduced here but rather
in the next illustration of the album. As we turn to this episode, we will also find that certain passages in the album
text above can be traced to the opening of the succeeding account in the Canon.

EPISODE 33: TAKES CHARGE OF ARMED GUARDIANS
The lively battle scene featured in episode 33 of the album (fig. 38) unites the lefthand component of the
preceding Canon illustration together with the depiction that follows (fig. 39). The text in the Canon here opens
with a passage that has a familiar ring: “The serpent emerged from its lair and raised its head up ten zhang or so,
spewing venom into the sky. The Perfected Lord roared a command to wind and thunder and beckoned divine troops.”
This is the very passage that not only found its way into episode 32 of the album but also supplied the phrase that
came to be drawn for the heading of “Roars command to wind and thunder.” But for an alternative opening passage,
the account in episode 33 of the album otherwise proves to be a slightly variant version of the text in the Canon. It
reads as follows:
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The Perfected Lord attacked the aberration on behalf of the celestial realm, gathering troops in timely
fashion. Equally endowed with the arts of ritual, members of the mundane and spirit realms combined forces.
Transcendent Wu drew his sword as he paced in flight and severed its head. Shi Cen tu, Gan Zhan ÏÐ and others
split open its belly. Two small serpents, several zhang in length, slipped out from the belly. Gan Zhan was on the
verge of slaying them when the Perfected Lord said: “They have not yet caused any harm and until such time may
not be slaughtered.”
The two serpents fled six or seven li and turned around to gaze at their mother. When some disciples
begged to take up a chase and slaughter them, the Perfected Lord said: “If these serpents return five centuries later and
wreak havoc again on the people at large, I shall reemerge and suppress them. Let the pine and cypress in front of
my altar be our witness. Not until their branches cover the altar and brush the ground will that time have come.”
Furthermore, he added: “Within one-thousand two-hundred and forty years after I have departed in
transcendence, eight-hundred terrestrial transcendents shall emerge from within the Five Mounds (Wuling r).
Their master shall emerge from Yuzhang and widely disseminate my teachings. A sandbar will abruptly arise at the
heart of the Jiang River within the commandery. If the small serpents bring harm to the people at the time it
enshrouds the estuary of Shajingkou Ñý, these eight-hundred beings shall slay them on their own accord. They
shall likewise not be allowed to slay if the people at large suffer no harm.” The young serpents subsequently went
into the harbor. Young Serpent Harbor (Shezi gang Ò!Ó) exists at this site in present-day Jianchang

.

One variant reading of significance here occurs in the vow made by Xu Xun should serpents reappear to wreak havoc
five centuries later. The line: “I shall reemerge and suppress them” (wu dang fuchu ping zhi ÊÔÕÖ×3) projects
a more subdued approach than the corresponding line in the Canon. There, as in all other hagiographic works of the
Canon, we find Xu Xun vowing not to suppress but to slaughter (zhu Ø). Another instance of textual variation falls
within the line concerning the rise of eight-hundred terrestrial transcendents. According to the Illustrated Biography
their emergence is to be envisioned “within the Five Mounds in the region of Yuzhang” (893Ùr3 ). This
clarification is presumably meant to avoid confusion with the Wuling, or Five Mounds, outside Chang’an
traditionally identified as the burial sites for five Western Han emperors. An annotation in the anthology of Bai
Yuchan (CT 263, 4.758a14-16) seems to support the perception that the Five Mounds evoked here are to be regarded
as landmarks of Yuzhang. This gloss is uncharacteristically absent from the hagiographic compilation of Zhao
Daoyi. A variant note in this work (CT 296, 5.250b11-13) identifies five sites across the continent, thus
introducing a transcontinental interpretation of the term Wuling.

EPISODE 44: IRON PILLAR KEEPS DRIFTERS IN CHECK
Here we turn to the account that came to epitomize Xu Xun’s enduring victory over a host of reptilian
monsters plaguing the region of Yuzhang and beyond. It centers around the construction and erection of an iron
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pillar, known in popular narrative accounts as the iron tree (Deng 1603; Feng 1624). The first of two scenes
depicting this story in the Canon (fig. 40) is matched by the illustration for episode 44 in the album (fig. 41). The
flaming cauldron that looms in the foreground of the Canon illustration all but leaves the seated figure of Xu Xun
lost in the background. In the album, however, the portrayal of Xu commands attention equal if not superior to that
held by the cauldron. The story told serves as a closure to a long string of episodes featuring Xu’s victory over
countless shape-shifting reptiles. The version in the album reads:

Once a coterie of reptiles had been suppressed, the Perfected Lord made an announcement in kind to his
disciples as well as to elders of the commandery, saying: “This is the former den of a reptilian monster of a drifting
islet. If we do not come up with a means to restrict it, I am afraid that it will wreak havoc time and again.” In order
to keep it in check for all eternity, he then compelled spectral spirits to cast an iron pillar south of the city-walls.
Nowadays, the Palace of the Iron Pillar (Tiezhu gong   ) is located within the market inside the citywalls of Nanchang prefecture. In front of the abbey is a well, the water of which is black in color. The signboard
reads: Dragon Pool (Longqiu ¿Ú ). Its depth is beyond measure and it ebbs and rises in correspondence with the
water in the Jiang River. An iron pillar stands in the center of it.

The counterpart to this text in the Canon is half as long. It lacks the closing supplement pointing out the location
of contemporary landmarks. No hagiographic version of the story in the Canon in fact includes such an account.
This is one passage, as mentioned earlier, that can be traced to the Comprehensive Gazetteer of the Great Ming (Li
1461: 49.13a).

EPISODE 45: EIGHT ROPES BIND THE VEINS
The succeeding illustration in the Canon (fig. 42) invites us to focus on the scene of activity in the
foreground over which Xu Xun is seen to preside in a position above. The alternative perspective offered in the
album (fig. 43) once again allows the figure of Xu Xun to dominate the scene. It is an iconic image that we have
encountered before, that is, the hanging scroll of a shrine in the scene of farewell depicted in episode 13. The story
continues in the album as follows:

Once the iron pillar had been completed, eight ropes were attached at the base and securely bound to the
veins of the earth. A consecration read: “If the iron pillar tilts, the aberration in question will arise once again and I
shall reemerge. If the iron pillar remains upright, the aberration in question will have been eradicated forever.”
Shortly afterwards, the aberration of the waterways was no longer in evidence, leaving the community within the
city-walls free of anxiety.
With renewed concern that later generations of treacherous scoundrels would engage in reckless activities,
the Perfected Lord additionally left behind a prophecy, which reads:
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May the iron pillar keep Hongzhou Ûv in check
For ten-thousand years without end.
May the eight ropes hook into the veins of the earth,
Penetrating the entire expanse of the flow of the Jiang River.
If great turmoil should ensue throughout the empire,
May this site remain unscathed.
If great drought should ensue throughout the empire,
Let this site be scarcely affected.
May the land prosper and the people be good at heart,
Preventing the emergence of treacherous schemes.
Should anyone give rise to conspiracy,
He shall by no means prevail in the end.
There is nowadays an enshrinement of the Perfected Lord at the Palace of the Extended Perfection of the Iron Pillar
(Tiezhu yanzhen gong  . ). The imperial court has issued a decree authorizing libations in spring and
autumn, which is recorded in the “Canon of Sacrificial Offerings” (Si dian ¶Ü).

The corresponding text in the Canon again comes up short by comparison. What is designated above as a prophecy
(chen Ý) is identified in the Canon as an account (ji I). Like all other hagiographic counterparts in the Canon, it
contains only the last four lines recorded in the twelve-line prophecy above. A copy of the complete prophecy may
be found in the Xiaoyao shan wanshou gong zhi fg@ (A Record of the Palace of Ten-thousand-fold
Longevity at Mt. Xiaoyao) compiled in 1878 (Jin and Qi 1878: 4.12a). It may not be too far-fetched to suggest that
the text in the album might have been drawn from an earlier version of this topography, either that dating to 1377
or, more likely, the reedition of 1520. This supposition gains a certain amount of credibility when we consider the
potential source for another passage in the text of the album otherwise unknown in hagiographies of the Canon. The
passage in question is the closing account regarding the Palace of the Extended Perfection of the Iron Pillar. The
information here appears to have been extracted from an entry on the Palace of the Ten-thousand-fold Longevity of
the Iron Pillar (Tiezhu wanshou gong  ) found in the same topography (Jin and Qi 1878: 7.19b). Here we
learn that the name of the abbey given in the album text above, Tiezhu yanzhen gong  ., can be dated to
the Jiading 'Þ reign period of Song Ningzong H>7 (r. 1208-1224). More importantly, we also learn that the
abbey gained entry into the “Canon of Sacrificial Offerings” by authorization of the Zhengtong Ë? emperor (r.
1436-1449) in the very first year of his reign.
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EPISODE 50: CRANES IN THE CLOUDS PRESENT AN AUSPICE
We turn next to a view of Xu Xun seated before a table, which recalls the scene featuring Xu in the role of
magistrate, as depicted in episode 9. Here the illustration in the Canon (fig. 44) is framed by landscape features that
are curiously absent from the corresponding album illustration of episode 50 (fig. 45). The accompanying text
provides a summation of Xu Xun’s teachings. The account in the album reads:

The Perfected Lord returned home and lived in seclusion for several decades. He took no notice of
contemporary affairs. Each day, together with his flock of disciples, he turned his full attention to an “An Exegesis
of Perfection” (Zhen quan ß). He composed the “Song on Intoxicated Contemplation of Transcendence” (Zuisi
xian ge àáâ) and recorded “Lessons on the Eight Treasures” (Babao xun qMã), that is, loyalty, filiality,
honesty, prudence, leniency, generosity, deference, and patience (zhong xiao lian jin kuan yu rong ren UGäå
æZ). His analysis reads: “To be loyal is not to deceive; to be filial is not to be contrary; to be honest is to be
incorrupt; to be prudent is to be without mishap; to be lenient is to gain concensus; to be generous is to possess a
superabundance; to be deferent yields manifold gain, and to be patient yields equanimity. If one takes this approach
with others, discontent and reproach shall be obliterated.”
As residents of the townships and villages came to be converted to his teachings, they embraced goodness
and kept their distance from crime. Filiality and fraternity flourished. There was overall nothing out of the ordinary
in regard to the conventions of that day and age. It is just that one could discern calling cranes hovering in flight and
brilliant clouds circling around at the abode of the person in question.

One passage notably absent from the album appears in the Canon following the line regarding Xu’s full
concentration on “An Exegesis of Perfection:” The line missing above reads: “He engaged in a quintessential
culitvation of the Ultimate Way” (jingxiu zhidao çp1). The list of values recorded above differs from that
presented in episode 9. The Canon, however, retains a level of continuity lost in the album. The quality of prudence
is expressed in the Canon with the same word encountered in the earlier episode, shen [, whereas the alternative
given in the album is the synonym jin G.
For the significance of the calling cranes hovering above Xu’s home, we need merely turn to a comparable
illustration from the Shengji tu (fig. 46). According to the accompanying text, Confucius stands in ill health at the
doorway, only to inform his disciple Zigong !è of a dream that he correctly perceived to foretell his demise. Here,
as in the album, I suggest that the cranes overhead may be considered harbingers of passage from the mundane realm.
The heading in the album itself lends credence to this interpretation. A fourteenth-century stele inscription offers
further evidence that cranes above an abode were understood by the occupant to signify the need to prepare for
transcendence (Chen 1988:990-991).
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EPISODE 53: TRANSCENDENT ENTOURAGE DESCENDS TO WELCOME
As we learned at the outset, Xu Xun was one-hundred and thirty-six years old at the time he left the
mundane realm. It was in the year 374, on the first day of the eighth month (22 September), that two celestial
envoys conveyed the decree of the Jade Emperor authorizing his ascent. Two weeks later the two envoys returned,
signalling his imminent departure. Variant accounts accompany the scenes marking their arrival in Canon (fig. 47)
and album (fig. 48). The heading given episode 53 in the album, from which this illustration comes, reads
“Transcendent entourage descends to welcome” (Xianzhang xiaying  !"). It invites comparison with the genre
of Pure Land paintings on the theme of “come to welcome” (laiying ¾", or raigo), which project a vision of
deliverance unto paradise that offers solace to devotees facing the inevitability of death (Okazaki 1977: 94-132). The
account accompanying the depiction in the album reads:

On the fifteenth day of the eighth month (5 October), the Perfected Lord set up a large vegetarian feast and
summoned villagers from all around. Young and old gathered together. At midday, far in the distance, they heard
music in the sky. Auspicious clouds filled their gaze. Eventually there arrived at the site of the assembly subordinate
officials and armed guardians in dragon-borne carriages decked with feathered canopies. Transcendent lads and elegant
lasses accompanied them fore and aft. The purple vapor of a red aurora unfurled and dispersed, swirling in circles.
Upon the return of the two former envoys bearing the decree, the Perfected Lord came down and bowed in greeting.
The two envoys disclosed another decree, saying: “By mandate on high, let Xu Xun, who took up a study of
transcendence as a young lad, be released from the crimes of his prior incarnation – a lust for murder, for which he
went into hiding and failed to present sacrificial offerings to his ancestors. May record be made of the merit of his
present incarnation – curing illness, banishing malevolence, and extinguishing lethal forces by consecrating water
and applying talismans. We have already entrusted the Officer of the Bureau of Destiny (Siming guan éçê) of
Mount Qian Ø (Hubei) with transmitting the golden elixir to the realm below. Let family members, household
staff, and all his favorites return to the tripart celestial realm. May you be quickly cleansed of defilements, turn your
back on earth and rise up into the sky. The Superior Celestial Stalwart of Great Strength (Zuo dali tianding ëVì
í) offers a fire-bell of liquid gold (liujin huoling Áîï), blazing open the central yolk (zhonghuang ). Be
neither careless nor remiss.”
Having carried out the pronouncement, they next enfeoffed his remote ancestor [Xu] You as the Supervisor
of the Jade Void (Yuxu pushe kðñò), his great-grandfather [Xu] Yan as the Grand Master of the Military Defense
of Grand Tenuity (Taiwei bingwei daifu wóìôVõ), his grandfather [Xu] Yu as the Manager of the Records and
Registers of the Guardian Service of the Grand Culmen (Taiji baye luji dianzhe wö÷ø4ùÜú), and his father
[Xu] Su as the Transcendent Officer of the Central Sacred Mountain (Zhongyue xianguan ûê). They endowed
the dwelling in which he resided as the Superior Headquarters of the Transcendent Section (Xiancao zuofu üë2).
The Perfected Lord bowed his head in obeisance and accepted with reverence.
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Here we find in closing the identification of Xu Xun’s ancestors that was notably absent in the opening episode of
the album. This account listing their enfeoffments does not figure in the corresponding text in the Canon. It may be
traced to the anthology of Bai Yuchan (CT 263, 4.760c4-6). The Canon text also lacks the first half of the text for
the decree, opening instead with the line concerning the Officer of the Bureau of Destiny. The fuller version in the
album finds its counterpart in the anthology of Bai Yuchan (CT 263, 4.760b18-c3). A variant form of the decree,
moreover, may be found in a stele inscription dating to 1186 (Chen 1988:1037-38).

EPISODE 54: UPROOTED HOUSEHOLDS ASCEND IN FLIGHT
Now let us turn to the scene of ascent depicted in the Canon (fig. 49) and in the album (fig. 50). The
account for episode 54 in the album reads:
The Perfected Lord received the decree and mounted the dragon-borne carriage. He ordered Chen Xun Eý
and Shi He Sþ to take the lead with plaque in hand, and Zhou Guang À² and Zeng Heng  to drive the
outside steeds. Accompanying them were Huang Renlan Y and Xu Lie , so that there were six people in
all. Each of those remaining had his own assigned time for rising in ascent. The uprooted households of forty-two
transcendent kinfolk arose simultaneously, followed in each case by chickens and dogs. Villagers clambered after
them, howling without end.
The Perfected Lord said: “The paths of the transcendent and the mundane differ. Joy and sorrow are
interlinked. Implement filiality and uphold compassion. If you revere the celestial realm and are in accord with the
terrestrial, what calamity after all would not find requital?”
Then, as a reminder, he left behind a bell for the practice of cultivation (xiuxing zhong p\), together
with a stone box (shihan à), saying, moreover: “They will, with the passage of time from one generation to the
next, become naught but vestiges of things past.”

A much more highly charged atmosphere can be detected in the longer versions of this account found in both the
Illustrated Biography and the anthology of Bai Yuchan. One passage absent from the album is the explanation given
at the outset, whereby Xu informs his flock of disciples that he had been instructed not to take any more than six
along with him. The names given match those in the album but, according to the Canon version, Huang Renlan is
joined by his father whereas Xu Lie is joined by his mother. From biographies in the addendum to the album,
otherwise beyond the scope of this survey, we learn that Xu gave his daughter in marriage to Huang and that his
older sister was the mother of Xu Lie. In other words, disciples Huang Renlan and Xu Lie were none other than Xu’s
son-in-law and nephew, respectively. Just why Huang’s father and Xu Lie’s mother do not gain mention in the
album account remains a mystery. The emotional stress of those left behind, moreover, is considerably more
intensely defined in the Canon text. Instead of merely clambering after those in ascent, “howling without end,” we
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are told that villagers “clambered in desperation and collapsed on the ground, wailing in grief, for they could not bear
to part” (panlian toudi beihou buren biequ 



Z

). The farewell address of Xu Xun that is

recorded in the album, however, is not to be found in the Illustrated Biography. Here once again the text in the
album reflects the version of the story that can be traced to the anthology of Bai Yuchan.

EPISODE 56: AUGORS SUFFUSE MOUNTAINS AND VALLEYS
Finally, let us part from our survey of the album with a view of the ethereal landscape presented in episode
56 (fig. 51). It is but one of altogether three scenes evoked by the penultimate unit of the text in the Canon. The
short passage shared by Canon and album that inspired this remarkable vision reads:

After the Perfected Lord ascended in flight, auspicious clouds in a dazzling aurora encompassed mountains
and valleys. An extraordinary fragrance permeating everything within one-hundred li continued to persist for an entire
month.

This illustration, more than any other in the album, demonstrates just how a painting can easily surpass the capacity
of a woodcut illustration when it comes to conveying an otherworldly sense of beauty in landscape.

POSTLUDE
Now as we take up a reconsideration of the album and its potential link to the Jiajing emperor, let us return
briefly to the postface contributed by Wang Gongkui in 1546. Overall, we find that he reveals himself to be a welleducated man who speaks from the heart and mind when it comes to explaining how he came to embrace the legacy
of Xu Xun. As Wang explains his mission:

That which your servitor presents, “Episodic Vestiges of the Perfected Transcendent,” together with portraits
and attached stories of various disciples, encompasses sixty-nine units in all. The fact is that the merit once
manifested by the Perfected Transcendent to the people of Yuzhang is such that it cannot be forgotten, even after a
millenium has gone by. Respectfully bowing my head, with hands clasped in obeisance, I would be so bold as to say
that once your servitor read the “Writ on Driving out Crocodiles” (Zhu e’yu wen ) by the Tang official
Han Yu ¦ (768-824) and, moreover, having investigated the story of how the Song official Chen Yaozuo E
(963-1044) slaughtered a crocodile, did he then come to have faith in the Way of Transcendent Xu and exclaim over
the greatness of his merit.

Han Yu’s address to a recalcitrant crocodile is well-known, leaving him to be the more familiar of the two exemplars
Wang encountered in his reading (Ma 1972: 329-331; Pollard 2000: 33-35). The story of Chen Yaozuo’s victory
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over a man-eating crocodile may be found in the biographical account of the Song shi (Tuotuo 1345: vol. 27,
284.9582). Wang also points out similarities between the teachings of the Perfected Lord and those held by
proponents of the legacy of Confucius. In his view, the latter fell short in their efforts to enforce allegiance to the
very qualities that Xu Xun managed to instill. The Perfected Lord succeeded where followers of Confucius had failed,
according to Wang, precisely because he had attained a sense of humility at heart. As a result, he claims, not only did
Xu achieve ascent, but so also did his instruction reach a wide audience. The teachings of the Perfected Lord, Wang
asserts in closing, flourished in the very age of enlightenment in which he was himself writing.
The postface leaves little reason to harbor any doubt that Wang Gongkui considered the legacy of Xu Xun
to be of immediate appeal to the reigning Jiajing emperor. Further study of this album is sure to help us gain a
better awareness of just how it may be appreciated as a product of his time. Is it sheer happenstance, we might ask,
that the Jiajing emperor’s posthumous name of Su 5 matches the name by which Xu Xun’s father was known?
To what extent, we might also ask, did the emperor lend both financial and spiritual support to temple
compounds in the name of Xu Xun? We do know that in 1547, just one year after the date of Wang’s postface, the
Jiajing emperor authorized renovation of the Palace of the Ten-thousand-fold Longevity of Wondrous Relief (Miaoji
wanshou gong 0¢). The abbey then reclaimed its former name, Palace of the Ten-thousand-fold Longevity
of Jade Beneficence (Yulong wanshou gong kl), thanks to a new plaque authorized by the emperor (Jin and
Qi 1878: 7.8a, 7.19a-b).
We also know that during the Jiajing reign period a fire broke out at the Palace of the Iron Pillar (Tiezhu
gong  ). It was rebuilt with help from the imperial treasury. The Jiajing emperor himself, moreover, is said to
have personally participated in the ritual of consecration celebrating its restoration (Jin and Qi 1878: 2.9a-b). This
abbey also came to be known as the Palace of the Ten-thousand-fold Longevity of the Iron Pillar (Tiezhu wanshou
gong  ) or simply as the Palace of Ten-thousand-fold Longevity (Wanshou gong  ). In his account
of the site, the Grand Academician Zhang Wei  (jinshi 1568) discloses that he had heard of two instances when
fire struck the abbey during the Jiajing reign period. In both cases, according to Zhang, substantial allocations from
the imperial treasury helped pay for reconstruction (Jin and Qi 1878: 15.15b-16b). He does not, however, attest to
the emperor Jiajing’s participation in an ritual of consecration.
Zhang Wei’s account and all related testimony cited above may be found in the 1878 edition of A Record of
the Palace of Ten-thousand-fold Longevity at Mt. Xiaoyao. This topography also contains an intriguing diagram
labeled “Plan of the Palace of Ten-thousand-fold Longevity Newly Restored During the Ming” (Ming chongxin
Wanshou gong zhi tu

3). It is regrettably undated, but the presence of a “Well for Banishing Fire”

(Jinhuo jing îý) suggests the very abbey known to have been damaged by fire during the reign of the Jiajing
emperor (fig. 52). To envision him taking part in a ritual dedication of this newly reconstructed abbey is to keep
alive, figuratively speaking, the possibility of finding his fingerprints on the album itself. It is with this image that
I close so that we may end just as we began, reflecting on a monument to the enduring legacy of Xu Xun.
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